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around thirty people participating in an
exposition of artefact, mineral genesis and
some geo-botany. Once again we were
shown the way by someone who has
dedicated many years of intermittent study
of the area's mining history, artefacts and
geology. In that time a remarkable
collection of specimens was amassed and
we should be grateful for that because
there is not a great deal on the ground now
that collectors, trees and bulldozers have
done a great job of hiding the legacy. We
also had a look at some 'non-metal'
outcrops of the area and pondered
submarine volcanism.

Chairman’s Message
“Ancient, inaccessible and boring.........”
Is that a possible description of geologists,
of books on geology, or of the rocks of
St.Tudwal's Peninsula?
Strictly, fortunately, none of those, but it
was my perception of much of the geology
of south-western Lleyn based upon what I
have read over the years and an ignorance
of the reality. I am sure that rather crusty
old books (there being few that touch on
this subject in a more modern presentation)
with their dense type, rather archaic
terminology and muddy, monochrome
images are at least partly to blame. BUT,
when the sun shines and one stands on
those same rocks it is difficult to avoid
inspiration, and so it proved during our
June field meeting, where the joys of the
Cambrian were so amply demonstrated. It
also proved to be a very popular excursion,
drawing over twenty participants, several
of whom live in our more easterly territory
or across the border. I shall not describe
the itinerary, as that will be covered
elsewhere, but I must say that the social
side of the excursion was also very
rewarding, and with a wide mixture of
amateur, professional and non-specialist
participants there was plenty of discussion,
interpretation and field technique to share.
Several people did a lot of preparatory
work to ensure that the itinerary was
achievable and well understood, and I
offer my thanks to them for that effort,
which was without any remuneration. This
is a demonstration of the commitment
shown to the Association of which we are
all part, and I have to hark back to Sir
Clough Williams Ellis and remind
everybody that so much is disregarded
because it is free - and I refer to our
wonderful landscape as well as the effort.

These experiences raised some interesting
questions. Why were these meetings so
popular? I have to say that when in
February an off-hand comment was made
regarding the possibility of a field meeting
on St Tudwal's, I was somewhat sceptical,
considering that the geology was
potentially dull, the distances too great and
the knowledge of the area too slim for
success. I have been troubled by a
significant decline in attendance at evening
meetings over the last year or two, for
example the recent Britice-Chrono project.
Our speaker was one of Britain's foremost
palaeo-climate specialists with a long track
record of innovative research and who has
addressed our Association in the field and
indoors over the years. A shamefully small
audience for such an eloquent and
approachable
speaker
gives
your
committee good reason to consider our
direction in future, and if you have any
suggestions, comments or apologies for
absence then I shall be very pleased to hear
from you. One long-standing member told
me the other day that the Association no
longer offers a friendly forum for the
discussion of local geology for nonspecialists, and that is a worry because that
is what we are for. I have to say that
(outside our own ranks) there are few
people that demonstrate any great interest
in the geology of our area, except for the
Quaternary scientists (see above) and it is

In July we enjoyed a romp around the
mining legacy of the Gwydir Forest, with
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possible to tire of hearing the same people
banging-on after a while. One significant
factor may be the venue. Pensychnant has
its fair share of advantages, but it is not
conveniently located. We have struggled to
find suitable, affordable and convenient
accommodation since the closure of the
Civic Hall in Conwy and other possible
locations have disadvantages in terms of
available hours. Public buildings are keen
to close early, or may be expensive. The
Youth Hostel in Conwy has a meeting
room (and a bar) but we have not explored
that possibility. The first meeting of the
new season is almost upon us, and this will
be a joint meeting with GeoScience Wales,
at the Royal Cambrian Academy (on a
Thursday). We would dearly love to see a
good turnout from our membership.Again,
if you have any views or suggestions,
please get in touch.

upheld. If YOU have had any reason to
comment upon any of the BBC's output,
I'd like to hear how you made a reasoned
point in a text box obviously designed as a
Twitter feed, and so small that only
spluttered outrage (or complete adulation)
can be expressed. In the same vein, we
were approached (as we regularly are) by a
television production company working to
make a programme in conjunction with a
well-known 'outdoor' presenter on natural
history in NW Wales. Could we help with
the answer to some geological questions
that would form part of the script relating
to Anglesey? A flurry of emails around the
committee resulted in a proposal which
was forwarded, and an offer of assistance
from Bangor University that resulted in a
long and frustrating phone call but no
substantive outcome because the shooting
schedule was so telescoped that any
reasoned input could not be included. No
response to the Association's offer was
received. I know that I won't see the
programme if and when it is broadcast, and
I hope that someone with a geological
background was eventually found as a
consultant, but it does make me think that
there has to be a better way of going about
these things. Sadly, it is all about money
and the public will get what it pays for, or
doesn't pay for in the case of independent
productions on channels paid for by
advertising.

Television brings a major part of the
information that flows past us all in these
modern and enlightened times. Perennial
favourite, Coast has been running for
almost a decade. Remember that it is a coproduction between the BBC and the Open
University, so one would hope for reliable
research and consistent content, but an
episode in the latest series displayed a
serious blunder in which a "gem-hunter"
was seeking new material for commercial
exploitation of the Iona Marble, a wellknown curiosity which is of limited and
protected
outcrop.
This
is
a
metasedimentary member of the Lewisian
Gneisses, mostly white in colour but with
green and grey 'marbling', similar indeed
to that of Connemara and Skye. Our
illustrious "gem-hunter", a self-publicist of
the worst order, informed us that the green
colour is due to fossilised chlorophyll from
seaweed
in
the
ancient
marine
environment. I have not yet found any
adequate way of expressing my distaste for
this transmission of outright mistruth by an
organisation that is relied upon for
information and should have mechanisms
in place for ensuring that standards are

So, finally, you really don't pay a lot for
your subscription to the Association, but
you CAN receive absolutely first-class,
factually-based geological entertainment
from the people who do the research, great
company and an excuse to escape the
Idiot's Lantern once in a while. Please
avail yourselves of that opportunity, and
we look forward to the Autumn
programme
of
meetings.
Happy
geologising!

Jonathan Wilkins
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We also have two new A3 leaflets out last
week. One is an educational leaflet
describing
Anglesey's
geology
by
Margaret Wood and the other, also
primarily educational, on the formation of
soils by John Conway with examples of
location of soils to be seen in Anglesey.
Both are funded by the Ernest Cook Trust
to which we are very grateful. These are
available
from
our
website
http://geomon.co.uk/e-shop/4579786809 or
call in to the Watch House.

Articles:
News from GeoMon
Swn y Mor (the GeoMon Newsletter) is
available from the usual outlets in hard
copy or on line from:
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-andwaste/countryside/areas-of-outstandingnatural-beauty-aonbs/swn-y-mr/swn-y-mrmagazine-issue-15-spring-2014/122891.article

If you are interested in any of the walks
there is a phone number with the walks
programme that you need to contact for
booking.
If you need any further
information please do not hesitate to
contact me.

with a geotrail by me around Penmon.
You can also access back numbers of the
magazine from this website with all of our
geotrails. At the rear of this current
NWGA Newsletter you will find the
programme of guided walks for this
summer; do please join us for an excellent
walk along Anglesey's stunning coastline
in the company of an experienced GeoMon
guide.

John Conway

We are in the process of producing a new
geology trail book using sites mostly in the
AONB that should be out soon. It includes
the background geology that explains the
how Anglesey's geology formed and
includes 17 new trails, (no other details
yet). Its purpose is to help explain the new
17 trails and the 13 information boards
either already erected on the coast or in
process of production. Written by
Margaret Wood and Stewart Campbell it
includes new diagrams from recent
research and large photographs for each of
the sites so that people who cannot visit
the sites can use it as an 'armchair
geology'. It includes sites that span all
those geological periods to be found in
Anglesey.

Aspects of
stratigraphy

Cruziana

Those who came along to the field trip on
the 26th June had the opportunity to see the
actual specimen pictured in Lyn’s write up
elsewhere in the Newsletter (and used as
the cover piece on the previous edition of
this Newsletter). From the Arenig outcrop
of the Lower Ordovician on St Tudwal’s
Peninsula (Porth Ceriad), this is an
example of the trace fossil Cruziana
rugosa, generally thought to be associated
with the feeding activity of trilobites.
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Cruziana forms part of a continuum of
traces from the resting trace known as
Rusophycus, through Cruziana, to the

gained by looking at the trace fossils to
assist in basic (at least to Stage Level)
stratigraphy.

“striding” trace known as Diplichinites
(think of this latter one perhaps as a
trilobite on tippy-toes).
Cruziana is
defined at ichnogeneric level; with, where
diagnostic features are present; the
prospect of further sub-division at
ichnospecies level.

The concept of Cruziana stratigraphy was
originally developed by Adolf Seilacher,
and was applied to the Arenig rocks of
Wales and Ireland by Crimes (1970).
Seilacher
has
relatively
recently
(Seilacher, 2007) revisited the concept and
published a revised stratigraphy valid for
the Gondwana Realm (but not in
Laurentia) in Cambrian and Lower
Ordovican times (and yes that does include
Wales - see the Figure above – from the
Scotese
Palaeomap
web
site
at
http://www.scotese.com/newpage12.htm).

A significant difference between trace
fossils and body fossils is their taphonomy
(ie mode of preservation) which implies
that where body fossils are well preserved;
and available therefore for stratigraphic
use; trace fossils are likely to be absent.
The converse is also generally accepted to
be the case, with trace fossils common in
(particularly) clastic sequences where body
fossils are often poorly preserved.

As can be seen from the Scotese
reconstruction Wales lay in a sub-polar
environment offshore from the Southern
super-continent we know as Gondwana,
having calved in late Pre-Cambrian / early
Cambrian times.

Therefore, in those sequences where the
outcropping rocks are devoid of macrofossils, there can be significant advantages
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The rocks that form this lowermost part of
the Welsh Basin were laid down in a
shallow marine environment teeming with
the first flush of readily preserved multicellular fauna with hard parts, and
represent part of the “Cambrian
Explosion”. Trilobites were a key element
of that fauna – and their tracks are a
relatively common feature in clastic
sequences of this age.
The table which follows represents a
numeric assessment of Seilacher’s record
of occurrences of Cruziana through the
Lower Palaeozoic (Cambrian to Silurian).
The ichnospecies Cruziana rugosa which
is found at Porth Ceriad is seen to be one
of four ichnospecies diagnostic of a Lower
Ordovician occurrence. The other cooccurring ichnospecies are C. goldfussi C.
roualti and C. imbricata.
A measure of total ecological diversity, at
least in as much as this can be taken to be
represented by the trilobite fauna, can be
estimated from a comparison of the total
number of recorded ichnospecies at any
given stratigraphic horizon. This data is
represented by the summation column on
the extreme right hand side of the table
which indicates apparently significant
diversity maxima in the Lower Cambrian
and Upper Ordovician. In terms of
ichnodiversity, the Arenig Cruziana
population, with 4 recorded ichnospecies
appears to be something of the middle
ground, not particularly sparse (as is the
Middle Cambrian) nor particularly diverse,
as shown on the graph which follows the
table.

Ichnodiveristy count

Cruziana
ichnospecies
diversity
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As a short footnote to this discussion it is
appropriate to refer readers to the obituary
for ‘Dolf Seilacher published in this
month’s Newsletter of the Palaeontological
Association.

I am sure that he would be happy to give
you his telephone number if you wish to
speak to him. I am sure any websites
would be of use as then Lion Film
Company can follow up any leads.

References:

So far the sites I have come up with are
with the help of Les:

Seilacher A, (2007)
Analysis”, Springer

“Trace

Fossil

Parys Mountain, Anglesey
Copper Mines, Great Orme

Crimes TP (1970) “The significance of
trace fossils to sedimentology stratigraphy
and palaeoecology with examples from
Lower Palaeozoic strata”, in Trace Fossils
(Eds. Crimes and Harper, Seel House
Press, Liverpool)

Milwr Tunnels
Slate Mines, Corris
Llechwedd
Ffestiniog

KHN

Slate

Mines,

Blaenau

Gold? Mine near Beddgelert
Cwmorthin

Underground Wales: an
appeal

Gwydir Forest Mines
There are a number of organizations that
could be contacted re lists of sites
including:

Hi everyone, I hope you don’t mind me
contacting you. A friend of mine, Les Coe
who is actively excavating Williamson’s
Tunnels in Liverpool with his team, has
been approached by the Lion Film
Company who wish to consider producing
a series called ‘Underground Britain’ and
they are looking for possible sites in and
around England and Wales for inclusion in
the series.

Denbighshire County Council
Flintshire County Council
Anglesey County Council
Gwynedd County Council
Conwy County Council

I know that all of you have experience of
sites in North Wales particularly and
would request your assistance in helping to
compile a list that we can send to Les or
indeed you can contact Les directly and he
will give you more information. His
contact e mail address is:

Wrexham County Council
Clwyd and Powys Archaeological Trust
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust
Website: Coflein
but I am sure there are likely to be many
more. Any help you could give would be
of great assistance.

lescoe@blueyonder.co.uk
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May I again thank you in anticipation of
your response to Les.

within the landslide, vertical thinning and
lateral
spreading
through
shear,
fluidization, porosity collapse and loss of
material from the top or toe of the
complex. These processes control the
quality of the resultant reservoirs. This
leads to a greater range of reservoir types
than conventional faulted reservoirs, with a
proportionate upside and downside
potential and difficulty in quantifying
uncertainty.

Maria Blagojevic
Editor’s Note:
I have already added Dinorwic to Maria’s
list. The “gold? mine near Beddgelert is
possibly Sygun Copper Mine – unless
someone else knows differently. The gold
is near Dolgellau…

This paper uses examples from the
literature, outcrops and subsurface datasets
to outline the complexity of reservoirs in
landslides and the challenges and
opportunities in finding and producing
them.

Abstracts:
Thursday, September 18th
“Characterizing and producing from reservoirs in
landslides: challenges and opportunities”

Wednesday, October 8th:

Alastair Welbon was the lead author of a
paper with P. J. Brockbank, D. Brunsden
and T. S. Olsen published in GSoL’s
Quarterly Journal in 2007. In this talk he
will provide an update to that paper
illustrating the relationship between
landslides and hydrocarbon exploration.

Evening Lecture: 'Exceptional Preservation in the
Welsh Ordovician' Dr Joe Botting

Joe is the lead of the recently established
Llandrindod Fossil Group (see Newsletter
No 82.), and is a specialist palaeontologist
with a research interest in taphonomy of
fossils, and a unique knowledge of Welsh
lagerstatte – those exceptional locations
where things come together a la
Goldilocks – not too hot – not too cold.

Landslides can consist of rotational slips,
translational glide blocks, topples, talus
slopes, debris flows, mudslides and
compressional toes which can combine in
different proportions to form complex
landslides. The mass movement can be
subaerial or submarine, occur over wide
ranges of scale and can vary in rate from
creep to catastrophic failure. Complexity
of the landslide reflects the controlling
factors including the strength of the
deforming
material and
triggering
mechanisms such as earthquakes, imposed
load, increasing topographic relief and
removal of toe material.

There is limited information available
prior to this talk, as we don’t want to spoil
the fun! Joe will describe the geology and
the palaeontology of the Builth Inlier, but
by then we are led to believe that Joe
should be able to briefly slot in a couple of
other teasers as well - Afon Gam and a
little secret...shhh!

Processes of landslide deformation include
slip on discrete surfaces, distributed shear
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partly because of the similarity of the beds
above
and
below
the
supposed
(1)
unconformity. Crimes suggests that the
way
to
distinguishing
between
lithologically similar beds of the Cambrian
and the Ordovician is by the trace fossil
assemblages, but no trace fossils were
visible here to help make this judgement.
We then moved south onto the Cerad
Mudstones which appeared between the
sandstones as a flatter area. These
mudstones have been mined for
manganese which can be clearly seen in
the old workings which are common all
along this horizon. We followed this to the
end of the peninsula where some members
stopped to have lunch and enjoy the
spectacular views.

Reports:
North
Wales
Geology
Association Field Visit
NWGA Field Visit:
Sunday 26th June
“St Tudwals Peninsula”

On a sunny, crystal clear Sunday morning
18 members and friends met at the
National Trust Car Park on St Tudwal’s
Peninsula. We stopped to look at the view
to the north-west where Will Jones, our
leader for the day, explained that the
mountainous high ground is composed
mainly of volcanic rocks and the lowland
is sedimentary material deposited in a
syncline, all then overlain by Quaternary
till.

After lunch we went to Porth Ceiriad
beach to look at more of the sediments that
were missing in the unconformity at the
morning location. These were mostly
turbidites. The Cambrian, Maentwrog beds
have some good dewatering structures and
large round concretions as well as load
casts and scours. There was some
discussion on another unconformity
between these beds and the underlying
Nant-y-big mudstones. The mudstones
show a variety of faults, both normal and
reverse, also thin whitish bands of
bentonite (volcanic ash). As we moved
west along the beach we came to the fault
which marks the end of these two beds,
which lie at the top of the Cambrian and
below the Ordovician that we had looked
at in the morning and to which we now
returned.

The story for the day is how the Cambrian
rocks were tilted to the south-east then
eroded almost horizontal before the
Ordovician sediments overstepped onto the
Cambrian.
The first stop of the day was an exposure,
on the northwest of the peninsula, where
the Ordovician rests on the Cambrian to
form the start of the visible unconformity.
There was however some discussion on
this as some members were not convinced,
10
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(1) Crimes TP (1970) “The significance of
trace fossils to sedimentology stratigraphy
and palaeoecology with examples from
Lower Palaeozoic strata”, in Trace Fossils
(Eds. Crimes and Harper, Seel House
Press, Liverpool)
Sunday 20th July
“Gwydyr Forest, Betws-y-coed”

What a joy it was to be blessed with a
fascinating itinerary, good summer
weather
(lunchtime
downpour
notwithstanding) and the best turnout of
members and friends for a very long time.
We are still pondering the intangible
qualities that bring out our membership in
droves, or in dribbles. In this case we were
blessed.

Blocks of Ordovician sandstone have
fallen from the top of the cliffs; some of
these have Cruziana and Rusophycus
(trilobite feeding tracks and resting traces,
respectively). There has been a noticeable
amount of degradation of these fossils in
recent months, probably due to last
winter’s severe storms. A little further
along the unconformity could be clearly
seen in the cliff sections above us, as the
bedding of the Cambrian dips more
steeply, the Ordovician being almost
horizontal.

In preparing for this visit Jan had clearly
put in much work – and prepared a really
useful set of handouts detailing the
background to the sites we were visiting.
For the morning session we were lucky to
be joined by Nigel Brown of Bangor
University who broadened our interest
immensely
by
demonstrating
the
metallophyte plant life that make their
home in these contaminated mine sites –
orchids, horsetails, specialist ferns.

The tide chased us from this location so we
went to the eastern end of the beach to
look at the Ordovician, the Cambrian is
not generally visible here but we did see
what may have been the unconformity at
the landward end of the cliffs. On close
examination of some fallen blocks, we
again found evidence of Cruziana showing
that the rocks at each end of the bay are the
same and that there is a big fault in the
middle filled with Quaternary till. This
was a very satisfactory end to what was a
very enjoyable days geologising.

Lyn Relph
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There is however considerable cause for
concern at these mine sites – with ill
judged reclamation, or poorly provisioned
post reclamation maintenance regimes,
meaning that much of the unique
architectural, mining historical and
specialist ecological gems associated with
these mine sites are at risk as a
consequence
of
“destruction
by
reclamation”.

emplacement was settled I don’t know, but
it is certainly clear that my long held
“schoolboy” understanding that there is a
clear distinction between intrusive and
extrusive igneous rocks, and even between
igneous and sedimentary rocks, doesn’t
hold at all for submarine eruptions.

We visited surface features associated with
Parc and Fucheslas Mines, picked over
spoil heaps for galena and sphalaerite, and
contemplated the nature of the ore
emplacement / enrichment (bottom up or
top down?).
Image copyright Gary Eisenhauer

No doubt there will be much food for
thought in the post fieldwork notes we
have been given – for me the primary
takeaway from the day relates to those
“lower order” plants we saw in the
morning; the horsetails and the worts –
occupying sites where more modern (I
chose not to use the word “advanced”)
relatives cannot live. “So much for your
fancy sexual reproduction, your pollination
and your insect symbioses…just ignore me
– and I will merrily clone myself and
reproduce in soil with 20% metal content.”
Just what exactly constitutes a “higher”
plant? Which will survive the longest
when things turn against our current
(reasonably) equable state of climate?
Lessons for us there I think when we set
ourselves atop the animal kingdom.

During the hottest part of the day the party
camped for an hour or so at Sarnau and
here debated some really complex geology
relating to the nature of the emplacement /
contact between the Crafnant Volcanic
Group tuffs, and the host mudstone
country rock with which they are
intimately associated. Whether or not the
debate about the exact nature of the

At the start of the afternoon session there
was some discussion regarding the
availability, or otherwise, of the
“Minescan” reports undertaken throughout
Wales some years ago. The following
references relate to North Wales:
12
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Bevins, R.E. & Mason, J.S., 1997. Welsh
metallophyte and metallogenic evaluation
project: Results of a minesite survey of
Dyfed and Powys. CCW Contract Science
Report No. 156, National Museums &
Galleries of Wales.

Recent
Publications
Relating to the Geology
of Wales
Barrs, C. 2013. “Rugose corals from the
Upper Ordovician Sholeshook Limestone
of southwest Wales with an assessment of
the coral affinities and biofacies”,
Geological Journal, 48, pp 603-619.

Bevins, R.E. & Mason, J.S., 1998. Welsh
metallophyte and metallogenic evaluation
project: Results of a Minesite Survey of
Gwynedd. National Museums & Galleries
of Wales.

Ferretti, A., Bergstrom, S.M., and Barnes,
C.R. 2014. “Katian (Upper Ordovician)
conodonts from Wales”, Palaeontology
57(4), pp 801-831.

Bevins, R.E. & Mason, J.S., 1999. Welsh
metallophyte and metallogenic evaluation
project: Results of a Minesite Survey of
Clwyd. National Museums & Galleries of
Wales.

Cocks, L.R.M. 2014. “The late Ordovician
brachiopods of southern Pembrokeshire
and adjacent south-Western Wales”
Special Papers in Palaeontology, 91.

As far as accessibility goes this is what it
says about availability on the NMW
website:

Dates for Your Diary:

“Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum
Wales aims to make information and
samples available to the widest audience
possible. For access to MINESCAN or
other Amgueddfa Cymru - National
Museum Wales data or samples, please
contact the Museum, via the online
enquiries page, or contact us by post or
telephone”.

NWGA: Evening Lectures
Thursday September 18th 2014

Joint Meeting with Geoscience Wales
Alastair Welbon
“Influence of shelf instability and marine
landslides on hydrocarbon exploration”.

Royal Cambrian Academy
(Refreshments from 6:30PM)

Please let us know how you get on!

KHN

7:00PM

Wednesday October 8th 2014
Joe Botting (As old as the hills)
'Exceptional
Ordovician'

Preservation

in

the

Welsh

Pensychnant 7:30PM (Tea and coffee from
7:00PM)
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Wednesday November 12th 2014

Dave Meller, YGC - Statutory Procedures
and Design
John Evans, Alun Griffiths (Contractors)
Ltd. - Construction Challenges

Joint Meeting with Geological Society of
London (North West Regional Group) and
Department of Biological Sciences,
Chester University
Professor
University

Barry

Thomas,

Kinmel Manor Hotel, Abergele LL22 9AS
6PM

Aberystwyth

Thursday November 6th 2014: 6pm
Life & Times of William Hazledine

"The
preservation
of
plants
as
fossils - with particular reference to the Brymbo
Fossil Forest"

Speaker: Andrew Pattison
Glyndwr
University,
Mold
Wrexham LL11 2AW
6PM

Chester University 7:00PM (Tea and
Coffee from 6:30PM)

Road,

For further details see previous Newsletter

The ICE Evening Meetings are generally
“closed” and include a sit down meal.
However as a member I am entitled to take
along one guest to each meeting – so first
come first served – contact KHN to
confirm your attendance.

Institution of Civil Engineers –
North Wales Branch

University
Courses

Monday 20 October 20th 2014:

Date ~TBC, Flood Risk Assessment for Developers,
Planners and Lawyers

Fforest Fawr Geopark
2nd – 4th October 2014, “Old Red Sandstone –
Research Symposium”

Evening Lecture:
Colwyn Bay Waterfront”

of

Chester

CPD

Date ~TBC, Building a Resilient Society

A presentation describing the recent
emergency repair works carried out along
Conwy's coastline following storm damage
in late 2013. The presentation will also
include an update on the latest phase of the
Colwyn Bay Waterfront Project, which
won the ICE Wales Cymru Innovation
Award 2014.

Date ~TBC, Introduction to GIS and Remote
Sensing in Flood Risk Assessment
Further details available at:

http://www.chester.ac.uk/professionalcourses/cpd/flood-modelling-resilience

British
Geotechnical
Association (Touring Lecture
Series)

Kinmel Manor Hotel, Abergele LL22 9AS
6PM

Prof Eduardo Alonso. Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya

Thursday 18 September 2014: 6pm

Evening Lecture:
“A470 Maes yr Helmau to Cross Foxes”

5th November, 6PM
“Rapid Landslides”

Speakers:
Peris Jones, Welsh Government - Scheme
Introduction

Renold Building, Manchester University
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Cymdeithas Daeareg Gogledd Cymru – North Wales Geology Association
Abstract available at:

Committee Contacts:

http://bga.city.ac.uk/cms/html/Flyer%20%20Touring%20Lecture%202014%20V1.2.pdf

Chair and Website:
Contact Gareth Belton on Tel: 0161 2009863

gareth.belton@pbworld.com

Jonathan Wilkins
Tel: 01492 583052
wilkins@ampyx.org.uk

Meetings Secretary:
Will Jones
Tel: 01492 453007
willjones6@gmail.com

Secretary:
Judith Jenkins
judith.sunfield@yahoo.co.uk

Treasurer:
Frank Buxton
francis62@talktalk.net

Newsletter Editor:
Keith Nicholls
Tel: 01352 750925 or 07442 495534
keithhnicholls@gmail.com
or keith.nicholls@opusinternational.co.uk
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